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Types of Reviews 

You are allowed to write different types of reviews according to your hierarchy level in the organization and the feedback 
your company wants to retrieve from the employees' performance. The types of reviews include self-assessment, 

manager reviews, direct reports, and peer reviews.



Performance review notifications

There are three ways you can find the tasks you will need to complete in terms of performance reviews:

Option 1
On your inbox. Kenjo will send you an email notification when any of these actions happen:

You need to complete a self-assessment

You need to write feedback 

You received feedback 

Your subordinate has written a self-assessment (only for managers!)

You need to nominare peer reviews



Performance review notifications

There are three ways you can find the tasks you will need to complete in terms of performance reviews:

Option 2
Go to Personal Profile > Performance > TO-DOS. In this section, you can also see the status (completed, started, not 
started) and the due date of each task.



Performance review notifications

There are three ways you can find the tasks you will need to complete in terms of performance reviews:

Option 3
Go to Home, and click on the "Bell" button on the right side of the screen.



Nominate peers

There are two ways you can nominate peers to write a performance review:

Option 1
Click on the link sent to your email.



Nominate peers

There are two ways you can nominate peers to write a performance review:

Option 2
Go to Personal Profile > Performance > TO-DOS and click on NOMINATE PEERS. If you are a manager 



How to nominate peers

After clicking NOMINATE PEERS,  you will be able to search for employees and nominate the colleagues who will 
review you. You can nominate as many peers as you like.  One you are done click SUBMIT NOMINATIONS. Your 

peers will receive a notification letting them know that their input is required.



Write a review
There are two ways where you can start writing a review:

Option 1
Click on the link "WRITE PERFORMANCE REVIEW" sent to your email.



Write a review
There are two ways where you can start writing a review:

Option 2
Go to your Personal profile > Performance > TO-DOS and click on WRITE REVIEW.



Write a review

After clicking on WRITE REVIEW, you will be directed to the questionnaire. 



Write a review

Many types of reviews can exist in just one questionnaire. That is why, on the top part of the questionnaire, you can change between types of 
reviews. For example, if you are a manager, you can change between Top-down to Self assessment review. If you are a subordinate, you can 

change between Bottom-up to Self assessment.



Write a review

When writing a Top-down review, you will be able to change reviewees and write a separate review for each of your subordinates.

Only for managers!!



Write a review

You will find the questions you will need to answer organized according to different categories of evaluation. You can add comments 
to each question, if the option is enabled.



Check your feedback
There are three options where you can check the feedback that someone has shared about you:

Option 1
You will receive an email letting you know that feedback has been received. Click on the link to read it.



Check your feedback
There are three options where you can check the feedback that someone has shared about you.

Option 2
Go to Personal Profile > Performance >  TO-DOS. You can check the feedback by clicking on READ REVIEW.



Check your feedback
There are two options where you can check the feedback that someone has shared about you.

Option 3
Go to Personal Profile > Performance >  My Activity. This section works like an archive where you can see all the 
feedback you have received (and also given). Click on "Reviews where I received feedback".



Check your feedback

After clicking on the link in any of the three previous options, you will be directed to the questionnaire to see the feedback 
from your managers, your subordinates, and your self assessment.



Check the feedback

You can also click on "see the reviewee side" or "see the the reviewer side" button to compare the results between the self 
assessment and the managers or subordinates' reviews.



Check Results
You have two ways to check the results for the performance reviews:

Option 1
Check the results of all the performance reviews that have been made in the past by going to Performance review > 
Results.

Only for managers!!



Check Results

You can also compare the results of your employees in each category by going to Performance review > Compare. By 
clicking on "Reviewer" you can change the view to see all the different review types.

Only for managers!!



Check Results

Option 2
Check the results of specific performance reviews by going to Performance review, and clicking on the name of the 
review. A new dashboard will be displayed with the Status of the review.

Only for managers!!



Check Results

Finally, click on the Results tab to see the results of all your subordinates to this specific review. 

Only for managers!!



If you need more help visit our Help Center
or send us an email to support@kenjo.io
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